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a b s t r a c t 

Person re-identification (re-ID) and attribute recognition share a common target at learning pedestrian 

descriptions. Their difference consists in the granularity. Most existing re-ID methods only take identity 

labels of pedestrians into consideration. However, we find the attributes, containing detailed local 

descriptions, are beneficial in allowing the re-ID model to learn more discriminative feature repre- 

sentations. In this paper, based on the complementarity of attribute labels and ID labels, we propose 

an attribute-person recognition (APR) network, a multi-task network which learns a re-ID embedding 

and at the same time predicts pedestrian attributes. We manually annotate attribute labels for two 

large-scale re-ID datasets, and systematically investigate how person re-ID and attribute recognition 

benefit from each other. In addition, we re-weight the attribute predictions considering the dependencies 

and correlations among the attributes. The experimental results on two large-scale re-ID benchmarks 

demonstrate that by learning a more discriminative representation, APR achieves competitive re-ID 

performance compared with the state-of-the-art methods. We use APR to speed up the retrieval process 

by ten times with a minor accuracy drop of 2.92% on Market-1501. Besides, we also apply APR on the 

attribute recognition task and demonstrate improvement over the baselines. 

© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Person re-ID [1–4] and attribute recognition [5–7] both imply

ritical applications in surveillance. Person re-ID is a task of

nding the queried person from non-overlapping cameras, while

he goal of attribute recognition is to predict the presence of a set

f attributes from an image. Attributes describe detail information

or a person, including gender, accessory, the color of clothes, etc .

wo examples of how attributes describe a person are shown in

ig. 1 (a). In this paper, we aim to improve the performance of

arge-scale person re-ID, using complementary cues from attribute

abels. The motivation of this paper is that existing large-scale

edestrian datasets for re-ID contains only annotations of identity

abels, we believe that attribute labels are complementary with

dentity labels in person re-ID. 

The effectiveness of attribute labels is three-fold: First, training

ith attribute labels improves the discriminative ability of a re-ID

odel. The ID label can only coarsely define the distances among

ll the identities. This is not optimal since the appearance similar-
∗ Corresponding author. 
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ty of identities is overlooked. For example, as shown in Fig. 1 (b),

he bottom two pedestrians are very similar to each other, and

hey look very different from the top one. However, with only

dentity labels, the three pedestrians are uniformly distributed in

he target space, which may harm model training. A more natural

ay is to treat these pedestrians differently according to their

imilarity. Attribute labels can depict pedestrian images with more

etailed descriptions. These local descriptions push pedestrians

ith similar appearances closer to each other and those different

way from each other ( Fig. 1 (c)). Second, detailed attribute labels

xplicitly guide the model to learn the person representation by

esignated human characteristics. With only identity labels and no

etailed descriptions, the re-ID model have to infer the differences

f pedestrians by itself, which is hard to learn a good semantic

eature representation for persons. With the attribute labels, the

odel is able to learn to classify the pedestrians by explicitly

ocusing on some local semantic descriptions, which greatly ease

he training of models. Third, attributes can be used to accelerate

he retrieval process of re-ID. The main idea is to filter out some

allery images that do not have the same attributes as the query. 

Several datasets are released for the pedestrian attribute. Li

t al. [8] release a large-scale pedestrian attribute dataset RAP.

ince the RAP dataset does not have ID labels, it is usually used

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.patcog.2019.06.006
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/patcog
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.patcog.2019.06.006&domain=pdf
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Fig. 1. (a) Two examples of how attributes describe a person. (b) The three pedes- 

trians are of different identities. Guided with only ID labels, images of three dif- 

ferent identities have the same label distance between each other. (c) The three 

pedestrians are of different identities. Guided with ID and attribute labels, the bot- 

tom two identities are getting closer to each other in target space while the top 

one is pushed far away. 
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to transfer attribute knowledge to the target re-ID dataset. In [6] ,

the PETA dataset is proposed which contains both attribute and

identity attributes. However, PETA is comprised of small datasets

and most of the datasets only contain one or two images for an

identity. The lack of training images per identity limits the deep

learning research. When using attributes for re-ID, attributes can

be used as auxiliary information for low level features [9] or

used to better match images from two cameras [10–12] . In recent

years, some deep learning methods are proposed [13–15] . In

these works, the network is usually trained by several stages.

Franco et al. [13] propose a coarse-to-fine learning framework. The

network is comprised of a set of hybrid deep networks, and one

of the networks is trained to classify the gender of a person. In

this work, the networks are trained separately and thus may over-

look the complementarity of the general ID information and the

attribute details. Besides, since gender is the only attribute used

in the work, the correlation between attributes is not leveraged

in [13] . In [14,15] , the network is first trained on an independent

attribute dataset, and then the learned information is transferred

to the re-ID task. A work closest to ours consists of [16] , in which

the CNN embedding is only optimized by the attribute loss. We

will show that by combining the identification and attribute recog-

nition with an attribute re-weighting module, the APR network is

superior to the method proposed in [16] . 

Comparing with previous methods, our paper differs in two

main aspects. First, our work systematically investigates how per-

son re-ID and attribute recognition benefit each other by a jointly

learned network. On the one hand, identity labels provide global

descriptions for person images, which have been proved effective

for learning a good person representation in many re-ID works
17–19] . On the other hand, attribute labels provide detailed local

escriptions. By exploiting both local (attribute) and global (iden-

ity) information, one is able to learn a better representation for

 person, thereby achieving higher accuracy for person attribute

ecognition and person re-ID. Second, in previous works, the corre-

ations of attributes are hardly considered. In fact, many attributes

sually co-occur for a person, and the correlations of attributes

ay be helpful to re-weight the prediction of each attribute. For

xample, the attributes “skirt” and “handbag” are highly related to

female” rather than “male”. Given these gender-biased attribute

escriptions, the probability of the attribute “female” should

ncrease. We thereby introduce an Attribute Re-weighting Module

o utilize correlations among attributes and optimize attribute

redictions. 

In this paper, we propose the attribute-person recognition

APR) network to exploit both identity labels and attribute anno-

ations for person re-ID. By combining the attribute recognition

ask and identity classification task, the APR network is capa-

le of learning more discriminative feature representations for

edestrians, including global and local descriptions. Specifically,

e take attribute predictions as additional cues for the identity

lassification. Considering the dependencies among pedestrian at-

ributes, we first re-weight the attribute predictions and then build

dentification upon these re-weighted attributes descriptions. The

ttribute is also used to speed up the retrieval process by filtering

ut the gallery images with different attribute from the query

mage. In the experiment, we show that by applying the attribute

cceleration process, the evaluation time is saved to a significant

xtent. We evaluate the performance of the proposed method

PR on two large-scale re-ID datasets and an attribute recognition

ataset. The experimental results show that our method achieves

ompetitive re-ID accuracy to the state-of-the-art methods. In ad-

ition, we demonstrate that the proposed APR yields improvement

n the attribute recognition task over the baseline in all the testing

atasets. 

Comparing with existing works, our contributions are summa-

ized as follows: 

(1) We have manually labeled a set of pedestrian attributes for

the Market-1501 dataset and the DukeMTMC-reID dataset.

Attribute annotations of both datasets are publicly available

on our website ( https://vana77.github.io ). 

(2) We propose a novel attribute-person recognition (APR)

framework. It learns a discriminative Convolutional Neural

Network (CNN) embedding for both person re-identification

and attributes recognition. 

(3) We introduce the Attribute Re-weighting Module (ARM),

which corrects predictions of attributes based on the learned

dependency and correlation among attributes. 

(4) We propose an attribute acceleration process to speed up

the retrieval process by filtering out the gallery images with

different attribute from the query image. The experiment

shows that the size of the gallery is reduced by ten times,

with only a slight accuracy drop of 2.92%. 

(5) We achieve competitive accuracy compared with the state-

of-the-art re-ID methods on two large-scale datasets,

i.e., Market-1501 [17] and DukeMTMC_reID [20] . We also

demonstrate improvements in the attribute recognition

task. 

. Related work 

CNN-based person re-ID. CNN-based methods are dominating

he re-ID community upon the success of deep learning [20–26] .

 branch of works learning deep metrics [27–29] that image

airs or triplets are fed into the network. Usually, the spatial

https://vana77.github.io
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Fig. 2. Positive and negative examples of some representative attributes: short 

sleeve, backpack, dress, blue lower-body clothing . (For interpretation of the references 

to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this 

article.) 
onstraints are integrated into the similarity learning process

28,30] . For example, in [23] , a gating function is inserted in each

onvolutional layer, so that some subtle difference between two

nput images can be captured. Generally speaking, deep metric

earning methods have advantages in training on relatively small

atasets, but its efficiency on larger galleries may be compro-

ised. Another branch of works learning deep representations

20,24,25,31] . Xiao et al. [24] propose to learn a generic feature

mbedding by training a classification model from multiple do-

ains with a domain guided dropout. In [20] , the combination of

erification and classification losses is proven effective. Xu et al.

32] propose a Pose guided Part Attention (PPA)is learned to ex-

ract attention-aware feature for body parts from a base network.

hen the features of body parts are further re-weighted, resulting

n the final feature vector. Since GAN proposed by Goodfellow

t al. [33] , methods utilizing GAN [34,35] have been proposed

o tackle re-ID. In [34] , a Person Transfer Generative Adversarial

etwork (PTGAN) is proposed to transfer the image style from

ne dataset to another while keeping the identity information to

ridge the domain gap. In [36] , a dictionary-learning scheme is

pplied to transfer the feature learned by object recognition and

erson detection (source domains) to person re-ID (target domain).

ecently, some semi-supervised methods [19,37] and unsupervised

ethods [22,38] has been proposed to address the data problem

or re-ID. These methods achieve surprising performances with

ess or none of annotations. Attributes information also benefits

hese methods in the semi-supervised task. 

In this paper, we adopt the simple classification model as

ur baseline and further exploit the mutual benefit between the

raditional identity label and the attribute label. 

Attributes for person re-ID. In some early attempts, attributes

re used as auxiliary information to improve low-level features

11,12,39,40] . In [9,39] , low-level descriptors and SVM are used

o train attribute detectors, and the attributes are integrated by

everal metric learning methods. Su et al. [11,12] utilize both

ow-level features and camera correlations learned from attributes

or re-identification in a systematic manner. In [41] , a dictionary

earning model is proposed that exploits the discriminative at-

ributes for the classification task. Recently, some deep learning

ethods are proposed. Franco et al. [13] propose a coarse-to-fine

earning framework, which is comprised of a set of hybrid deep

etworks. The network is trained for distinguishing person/not

erson, predicting the gender of a person and person re-ID, respec-

ively. In this work, the networks are trained separately and might

verlook the complementarity of the ID label and the attribute

abel. Besides, gender is the only attribute used in the work, so

hat the correlation between attributes is not leveraged. However,

hese works do not consider the correlation between attributes nor

how if the proposed method improves the attribute recognition

aselines. In [14] , Su et al. first train a network on an independent

ataset with attribute label, and then fine-tune the network the

arget dataset using only identity label with triplet loss. Finally, the

redicts attribute labels for the target dataset is combined with

he independent dataset for the final round of fine-tuning. Simi-

arly, in [15] , the network is pre-trained on an independent dataset

abeled with attributes, and then fine-tuned on another set with

erson ID. In [42] , a set of attribute labels are used as the query to

etrieve the person image. Adversarial learning is used to generate

mage-analogous concepts for query attributes and get it matched

ith the image in both the global level and semantic ID level. The

ttribute is also used as supervision for unsupervised learning.

ang et al. [43] propose an unsupervised re-ID method that shares

he source domain knowledge through attributes learned from

abelled source data and transfers such knowledge to unlabelled

arget data by a joint attribute identity transfer learning across

omains. 
. Attribute annotation 

We manually annotate the Market-1501 [17] dataset and the

ukeMTMC-reID [35] dataset with attribute labels. Although the

arket-1501 and DukeMTMC-reID datasets are both collected on

niversity campuses, and most identities are students, they are

ignificantly different in seasons (summer vs. winter) and thus

ave distinct clothes. For instance, many people wear dresses

r shorts in Market-1501, but most of the people wear pants in

ukeMTMC-reID. So for the two datasets, we use two different

ets of attributes. The attributes are carefully selected considering

he characteristics of the datasets, so that the label distribution of

n attribute (e.g., wearing a hat or not) is not heavily biased. 

For Market-1501, we have labeled 27 attributes: Gender (male,

emale), hair length (long, short), sleeve length (long, short), length

f lower-body clothing (long, short), type of lower-body clothing

pants, dress), wearing hat (yes, no), carrying backpack (yes, no),

arrying handbag (yes, no), carrying other types of bag (yes,

o), 8 colors of upper-body clothing (black, white, red, purple,

ellow, gray, blue, green), 9 colors of lower-body clothing (black,

hite, red, purple, yellow, gray, blue, green, brown) and age (child,

eenager, adult, old). Positive and negative examples of some repre-

entative attributes of the Market-1501 dataset are shown in Fig. 2 .

For DukeMTMC-reID, we have labeled 23 attributes: Gender

male, female), shoe type (boots, other shoes), wearing hat (yes,

o), carrying backpack (yes, no), carrying handbag (yes, no),

arrying other types of bag (yes, no), color of shoes (dark, bright),

ength of upper-body clothing (long, short), 8 colors of upper-body

lothing (black, white, red, purple, gray, blue, green, brown) and 7

olors of lower-body clothing (black, white, red, gray, blue, green,

rown). 

Note that all the attributes are annotated at the identity level.

or example, in Fig. 2 , the first two images in the second row are

f the same identity. Although we cannot see the backpack clearly

n the second image, we still annotate there is a “backpack” in the

mage. For both Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-reID, we illustrate

he attribute distribution in Fig. 3 . We define correlation of two

ttributes as the possibility that they co-occur on a person. We

how the correlations between some representative attributes in

ig. 4 . Attribute pairs with higher correlation are in a darker grid. 
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Fig. 3. The distributions of attributes on (a) Market-1501 and (b) DukeMTMC-reID. The left figure of each row shows the numbers of positive IDs for attributes except the 

color of upper/lower-body clothing. The middle and right pie chart illustrate the distribution of the colors of upper-body clothing and lower-body clothing, respectively. 

Fig. 4. Attribute correlations on the Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-reID datasets. A larger value indicates a higher correlation between the two attributes. We only show 

some of the representative attributes in the figure. 
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4. The proposed method 

We first describe the necessary notations and two baseline

methods in Section 4.1 and then introduce our proposed Attribute-

Person Recognition network in Section 4.2 . Finally, we introduce

the attribute acceleration process in Section 4.3 . 

4.1. Preliminaries 

Let S I = { (x 1 , y 1 ) , . . . , (x n , y n ) } be the pedestrian identity la-

beled data set, where x i and y i denotes the i -th image and its

identity label, respectively. For each image x i ∈ S I , we have the

attributes annotations a i = (a 1 
i 
, a 2 

i 
, . . . , a m 

i 
) , where a 

j 
i 

is the j -th

attribute label for the image x , and m is the number of attributes
i 
lasses. Let S A = { (x 1 , a 1 ) , . . . , (x n , a n ) } be the attribute labeled

et. Note that set S I and set S A share common pedestrian images

 x i }. Based on these two set S I and S A , we have the following two

aselines: 

Baseline 1 ID-discriminative Embedding (IDE). Following [17] ,

e take IDE to train the re-ID model, which regards re-ID training

rocess as an image identity classification task. It is trained only

n the identity label data set S I . We have the following objective

unction for IDE: 

in 

θI , w I 

n ∑ 

i =1 

� ( f I ( w I ;φ( θI ; x i )) , y i ) , (1)

here φ is the embedding function, parameterized by θI , to ex-

ract the feature from the data x . CNN models [17,20] are usually
i 
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sed as the embedding function φ. f I is an identity classifier,

arameterized by w I , to classify the embedded image feature φ( θI ;

 i ) into a k -dimension identity confidence estimation, in which k

s the number of identities. � denotes the suffered loss between

lassifier prediction and its ground truth label. 

Baseline 2 Attribute Recognition Network (ARN). Similar to

he IDE baseline for identity prediction, we propose the Attribute

ecognition Network (ARN) for attribute prediction. ARN is trained

nly on the attribute label data set S A . We define the following

bjective function for ARN: 

in 

θ, w A 

n ∑ 

i =1 

m ∑ 

j=1 

� ( f A j ( w A j ;φ( θ; x i )) , a 
j 
i 
) , (2) 

here f A j is the j -th attribute classifier, parameterized by w A j 
, to

lassify the embedded image representation φ( θ; x i ) to the j -th at-

ribute prediction. We take the sum of all the suffered losses for m

ttribute predictions on the input image x i as the loss for the i -th

ample. 

In the evaluation stage of person re-ID task, for both baseline

odels, we use the embedding function φ( θ; ·) to embed the

uery and gallery images into the feature space. The query result

s the ranking list of all gallery data according to the Euclidean

istance between the query data and each gallery data, i.e.,

| φ( θ; x q ) − φ( θ; x g ) || 2 , where x q and x g denote the query image

nd the gallery image, respectively. For the evaluation of attribute

ecognition task, we take the attribute prediction f A ( w A ; φ( θ; ·))
s the output, thereby evaluated with the ground truth by the

lassification metric. 

.2. Attribute-Person Recognition network 

.2.1. Architecture overview 

The pipeline of the proposed APR network is shown in Fig. 5 .

PR network contains two prediction parts, one for attribute

ecognition task and the other for the identity classification task.

iven an input pedestrian image, the APR network first extracts

he person feature representation by the CNN extractor φ. Subse-

uently, APR predicts attributes based on the image feature. Here

e calculate the attribute losses by the attribute prediction and

round truth labels. For the identity classification part, motivated

y the fact that local descriptors (attributes) benefit global iden-

ification, we take the attribute predictions as additional cues for

dentity prediction. Specifically, to better leverage the attributes,

iven an input image, the APR network firstly computes attribute

osses for the M individual attributes. Then the M prediction scores

re concatenated and fed into an Attribute Re-weighting Module
ig. 5. An overview of the APR network. APR contains two classification part, one for 

erson feature representation is extracted by the CNN extractor φ. Subsequently, the att

he attribute classification losses by the attribute predictions and ground truth labels. F

ues. Specifically, we first re-weight the local attribute predictions by the Attribute Re-we

dentification is built upon the concatenated local-global feature. 
ARM). The output of ARM is then concatenated with the global

mage feature for ID loss computation. The final identification is

uilt upon the concatenated local-global feature. 

.2.2. Attribute re-weighting module 

Suppose the set of attribute predictions for the image x is

˜ a 1 , ̃  a 2 , . . . , ̃  a m 

}
, where ˜ a j ∈ [0 , 1] is the j -th attribute prediction

core from the attribute classifier f A j . We concatenate the pre-

iction scores as vector ˜ a , where ˜ a ∈ R 

1 ×m . Then the confidence

core c for its prediction 

˜ a is learned as, 

 = Sigmoid ( v ̃  a 

T + b ) , (3) 

here v ∈ R 

m ×m and b ∈ R 

m ×1 are trainable parameters, and the

onfidence score c ∈ R 

m ×1 is a set of learned weight. Therefore, the

ttribute re-weighting module transforms the original prediction 

˜ a

o a new prediction score as 

 = c ◦ ˜ a 

T 
, (4) 

here ◦ is the element-wise multiplication. The re-weighted

rediction score a is then concatenated with the global image

epresentation for further identity classification. 

The motivation behind the Attribute Re-weighting Module

ARM) is to recalibrate the strengths of different activations of the

ttributes with a general consideration on all attributes. Therefore,

e use trainable parameters ( v , b ) and the Sigmoid activation to

erform a gating mechanism on the attribute predictions. With

RM, the model could learn to utilize the correlation between

ttributes. For instance, when the prediction scores of “pink upper-

ody clothes” and “long hair” are very high, the network may tend

o up-weight the prediction scores for the attribute “female”. 

.2.3. Optimization 

To exploit the attributes data S A as auxiliary annotations

or the re-ID task, we propose Attribute-Person Recognition

APR) network. The APR network is trained on the combined

ata set S of the identity set S I and the attribute set S A , i.e.,

 = { (x 1 , y 1 , a 1 ) , . . . , (x n , y n , a n ) } . For a pedestrian image x i , we

rst extract the image feature representation by the embedding

unction φ( θ; ·). Based on the image representation φ( θ; x i ), two

bjective functions are optimized simultaneously: 

The objective function for attribute predictions. Similar

o the baseline ARN, the attribute predictions are obtained by

 set of attribute classifiers on the input image feature, i.e.,

 f A j ( w A j 
;φ( θ; x i )) } . We then optimize the objective function for

ttribute predictions the same as Eq. (2) . 

The objective function for identification. To introduce the

ttributes into identity prediction, we gather the attribute pre-

ictions { f A j ( w A j 
;φ( θ; x i )) } and re-weight them by the Attribute
attribute recognition and the other for identification. Given an input image, the 

ribute classifiers predict attributes based on the image feature. Here we calculate 

or the identity classification part, we take the attribute predictions as additional 

ighting Module and then concatenate them with the global image feature. The final 
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Re-weighting Module. We combine the re-weighted attribute

predictions a i and the image global feature φ( θ; x i ) to form a

local-global representation. The identity classification is built upon

the new feature. Thus we have the following objective function for

identity prediction: 

min 

θ, w I 

n ∑ 

i =1 

� ( ̂  f I ( ̂  w I ; ˆ a i , φ( θ; x i )) , y i ) , (5)

where ˆ a i = ( ̂  a 1 
i 
, ̂  a 2 

i 
, . . . , ̂  a m 

i 
) is the concatenation of the re-weighted

attribute predictions. ˆ f I is the identity classier, parameterized by

ˆ w I , to predict the identity based on attribute predictions ˆ a i and

image embeddings φ( θ; x i ). 

The overall objective function. Considering both attribute

recognition and identity prediction, we define the overall objective

function as followings: 

min 

θ, w I , w A 

λ
n ∑ 

i =1 

� ( ̂  f I ( ̂  w I ; ˆ a i , φ( θ; x i )) , y i ) 

+ (1 − λ) 
1 

m 

n ∑ 

i =1 

m ∑ 

j=1 

� ( f A j ( w A j ;φ( θ; x i )) , a 
j 
i 
) , (6)

where λ is a hyper-parameter to balance the identity classification

loss and the attribute recognition losses. We empirically discuss

the effectiveness of λ in Section 5.3 . 

4.3. Attribute acceleration process 

In the real-world application, calculating the distance for re-

trieval has become the main cost for a re-ID system, which is un-

affordable. Attributes can be used to speed up the evaluation pro-

cess by filtering the gallery data based on attribute predictions. The

main idea is to filter out some gallery images that do not have the

same attributes as the query. 

During off-line computation, we apply feature extraction and

attribute prediction for the gallery images. We take the attribute

predictions with high confidence values as reliable ones for both

query and gallery images. Then we remove those gallery candi-

dates whose reliable attributes are different from the query. It

is clear that the predicted attribute tends to be reliable as the

prediction score gets higher. Specifically, we denote τ to be the

threshold value. When the confidence score is higher than τ , the

attribute is taken as a reliable one. When an attribute is reliable

for both the query and gallery image, we check if the two images

have the same prediction on that attribute. If not, this candidate

image is removed from the gallery pool. 

In real-life applications, this threshold is a trade-off between

efficiency and accuracy. An aggressive choice is to set the threshold

to a very small value (close to 0). It removes most of the candi-

dates and maintains only a few candidates in on-line matching.

This is suitable for the application where the retrieval speed is the

main focus. A conservative option is to set the threshold to a large

value (close to 1). It means we only remove a few candidates that

are different in the very reliable attribute predictions from the

query. In the empirical studies on Market-1501, we speedup the

retrieval process by over ten times with a minor accuracy drop of

2.92% by setting the threshold to 0.7. 

5. Experimental results 

5.1. Datasets and evaluation protocol 

We conduct experiments on two large-scale person re-ID

datasets Market-1501 [17] and DukeMTMC-reID [35] and one

attribute recognition dataset PETA [6] . 
The Market-1501 dataset contains 19,732 images for 751

dentities for training and 13,328 images for 750 identities for

esting. For each image, 27 attributes are annotated. To validate

he hyper-parameter λ in Eq. (6) , we use 651 identities in training

et for training and the other 100 identities are used as the

alidation set to determine the value of parameter λ. We then use

his hyper-parameter in the normal 751/750 split. 

The DukeMTMC-reID dataset is a subset of the DukeMTMC

ataset [44] , which is divided into 16,522 training images for 702

dentities and 19,889 test images for 702 identities. Each image is

nnotated with 23 labels as we described. 

The PETA dataset is a large person attribute recognition

ataset that annotated with 61 binary attributes and 4 multi-class

ttributes for 19,0 0 0 images. Following [6] , 35 most important

nd interesting attributes are used in our experiments. Since

ost identities have a few training images, and some only have

ne training image, PETA is not an ideal testbed for re-ID deep

earning research. In this paper, to evaluate our method on PETA,

e re-split the dataset for the re-ID task. We use 17,100 images of

981 identities for the experiment. In our new split, 9500 images

f 4558 identities are used for training, 423 images are used for

he query, and 7177 images are used for the gallery. 

Evaluation metrics. For the person re-ID task, the Cumula-

ive Matching Characteristic (CMC) curve and the mean average

recision (mAP) are used for evaluation. In the experiments, we

se the evaluation package publicly available in [17,35] . For the

ttribute recognition task, we test the classification accuracy for

ach attribute. The gallery images are used as the testing set.

hen testing the attribute prediction on Market-1501, we omit

he distractor (background) and junks images, since they do not

ave attribute labels. We report the averaged accuracy of all these

ttribute predictions as the overall attribute prediction accuracy. 

.2. Implementation details 

In the experiments, we adopt ResNet-50 [21] and CaffeNet

45] as the CNN backbone, respectively. The network is initialized

y ImageNet [46] pre-trained models. Taking ResNet-50 for ex-

mple, we append a 512-dim fully connected layer followed by

atch Normalization, a dropout layer with the drop rate of 0.5

nd ReLU, after the âǣpool5âǥ layer. The 512-dim fully connected

ayer is then concatenated with the 27-dim (for Market-1501)

ttribute prediction score. The 539-dim (512+27) feature is used

or identity classification. The experiment based on the CaffeNet

s conducted similarly. Finally, the classification layer with k class

odes is used to predict the identity. For each attribute, we adopt

 fully connected layer after the “pool5” layer as the classifier for

ttribute prediction. When evaluating the APR network for the

e-ID task, we take the vertical concatenation of the embedded

eature and the re-weighted attribute predictions as the final

eature representation for each image. 

Following Zheng et al. [20] , we adopt a similar training strategy.

pecifically, when using ResNet-50, we set the number of epochs

o 60. The batch size is set to 32. Learning rate is initialized to

.01 and changed to 0.001 in the last 20 epochs. For CaffeNet,

he number of epochs is set to 110. For the first 100 epochs, the

earning rate is 0.1 and changed to 0.01 in the last ten epochs. The

atch size is set to 128. Randomly cropping and horizontal flipping

re applied on the input images during training. 

.3. Evaluation of Person Re-ID task 

.3.1. Comparison with the state-of-the-art methods 

The comparison with the state-of-the-art algorithms on

arket-1501 and DukeMTMC-reID is shown in Tables 1 and 2 ,

espectively. On Market-1501, we obtain rank-1 = 87.04%, mAP
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Table 1 

Comparison with state of the art on Market-1501. - the respective papers use hand-crafted features, ∗ the respective 

papers use self-designed networks. “w/o ARM” denotes APR without the attribute re-weighting module. “w/o attri”

denotes APR without the attribute recognition loss. 

Methods Publish Backbone Rank-1 Rank-5 Rank-10 mAP 

MBC [47] (AVSS2017) ∗ 45.56 67 76 26.11 

SML [48] (ECCV2016) – 45.16 68.12 76 –

SL [49] (CVPR2016) – 51.9 – – 26.35 

Attri [16] (ICPR2016) AlexNet 58.84 – – 33.04 

S-CNN [23] (ECCV2016) ∗ 65.88 – – 39.55 

2Stream [20] (TOMM2017) Res50 79.51 90.91 94.09 59.87 

Cont-aware [50] (CVPR2017) ∗ 80.31 – – 57.53 

Part-align [51] (ICCV2017) GoogLeNet 81.0 92.0 94.7 63.4 

SVDNet [52] (ICCV2017) Res50 82.3 92.3 95.2 62.1 

GAN [35] (ICCV2017) Res50 83.97 – – 66.07 

EBB [53] (CVPR2018) Inception 81.2 94.6 97.0 –

DSR [54] (CVPR2018) Res50 82.72 – – 61.25 

AACN [32] (CVPR2018) GoogLeNet 85.90 – – 66.87 

Baseline 1 – CaffeNet 54.76 73.28 82.04 28.75 

Baseline 1 – Res50 80.16 92.03 94.98 57.82 

Baseline 2 – Res50 49.76 70.07 77.767 23.95 

APR – CaffeNet 59.32 78.26 85.03 32.85 

APR (w/o attri) – Res50 81.03 91.29 94.28 58.74 

APR (w/o ARM) – Res50 85.71 94.32 96.46 66.59 

APR – Res50 87.04 95.10 96.42 66.89 

Table 2 

Comparison with the state of the art on DukeMTMC-reID with ResNet- 

50. - the respective papers use hand-crafted feature. Rank-1 accuracy 

(%) and mAP (%) are shown. “w/o ARM” denotes APR without the At- 

tribute Re-weighting Module. 

Methods Backbone Rank-1 mAP 

BoW + kissme [17] – 25.13 12.17 

LOMO + XQDA [55] – 30.75 17.04 

AttrCombine [16] AlexNet 53.87 33.35 

GAN [35] Res50 67.68 47.13 

SVDNet [52] Res50 76.7 56.8 

Baseline 1 Res50 64.22 43.50 

Baseline 2 Res50 46.14 24.17 

APR (w/o ARM) Res50 73.56 54.79 

APR Res50 73.92 55.56 

Table 3 

Person reID performance on PETA with ResNet-50. Rank-1 accuracy (%) and 

mAP (%) are shown. “w/o ARM” denotes APR without the Attribute Re- 

weighting Module. 

Methods Backbone Rank-1 Rank-5 Rank-10 mAP 

Baseline 1 Res50 53.90 68.32 73.04 49.60 

Baseline 2 Res50 43.30 60.08 70.23 39.52 

APR (w/o ARM) Res50 56.91 72.10 78.48 53.81 

APR Res50 58.05 78.34 75.73 55.84 
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 66.89% by APR using the ResNet-50 model. We achieve the

est rank-1 accuracy and mAP among the competing methods.

n DukeMTMC-reID, our results are rank-1 = 73.92% and mAP

 55.56% by APR using ResNet-50. Our method is thus shown to

ompare favorably with the state-of-the-art methods. 

.3.2. Comparison with the baselines 

Results on the three datasets are shown in Tables 1 –3 . 

First, we observe that Baseline 2 (ARN) yields decent re-ID

erformance, e.g., a rank-1 accuracy of 49.76% using ResNet-50 on

arket-1501. Note that Baseline 2 only utilizes attribute annota-

ions without ID labels. This illustrates that attributes are capable

f discriminating between different persons. 

Second, by integrating the advantages in Baseline 1 and Base-

ine 2, our method exceed the two baselines by a large margin.

or example, when using ResNet-50, the rank-1 improvement on
arket-1501 over Baseline 1 and Baseline 2 is 6.88% and 37.28%,

espectively. On DukeMTMC-reID, APR achieves 9.7% and 27.78%

mprovement over Baseline 1 and Baseline 2 in rank-1 accuracy.

he consistent finding also holds for PETA, i.e., we observe im-

rovements of 4.15% and 14.65% over Baseline 1 and Baseline 2

n rank-1 accuracy, respectively. This demonstrates the comple-

entary nature of the two baselines, i.e., identity and attribute

earning. We also observe that in Table 1 , the performance of

PR without attribute loss is slightly higher than that of B1. We

elieve that the slight improvement is lying on the difference of

he network structure, that a Batch Normalization, a dropout layer

nd ReLU are further adopted in APR(w/o attri). However, the

erformance of both B1 and APR(w/o attri) still has a large margin

etween the performance of APR. 

Third, for both backbone models (i.e., CaffeNet and ResNet-50),

PR yields consistent improvement. On Market-1501, we obtain

.56% and 6.88% improvements in rank-1 accuracy over Baseline 1

ith CaffeNet and ResNet-50, respectively. 

.3.3. Ablation studies 

Ablation study of attributes. We evaluate the contribution of

ndividual attributes on the re-ID performance. We remove each

ttribute from the APR system at one time, and the results on the

wo datasets are summarized in Fig. 6 . We find that most of the

ttributes on Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-reID are indispensable.

he most influencing attribute on the two datasets are bag types

nd the color of shoes , which lead to a rank-1 decrease of 2.14%

nd 1.49% on the two datasets, respectively. This indicates that

edestrians of the two datasets have different appearances. The

ttribute of “wearing a hat or not” seems to exert a negative

mpact on the overall re-ID accuracy, but the impact is very small. 

The effectiveness of the Attribute Re-weighting Module. We

est APR with and without Attribute Re-weighting Module on the

hree re-ID datasets, and the results are shown in Tables 1 –3 .

e observe performance improvement by using the Attribute

e-weighting Module for all the datasets. For Market-1501 with

esNet-50 as the backbone, the rank-1 and mAP improvements are

.33% and 0.30%, respectively. For DukeMTMC-reID, the improve-

ents are 0.36% and 0.74%, respectively. For PETA, we observe

mprovements of 1.14% and 2.03% in rank-1 and mAP, respectively.

he improvement is consistent on all experiments. 
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Fig. 6. Re-ID rank-1 accuracy on Market-1501 and DukeMTMC-reID. We remove one attribute from the system at a time. All the colors of upper-body clothing are viewed 

as one attribute here; the same goes for colors of lower-body clothing. Accuracy changes are indicated above the bars. 

Fig. 7. The re-ID performance (rank-1 accuracy and mAP) curves on the valida- 

tion set of Market-1501 with different values of parameter λ in Eq. (6) . According 

to the performance curves, we set λ = 0 . 9 for all the experiment on Market-1501, 

DukeMTMC-reID and PETA. 
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5.3.4. Algorithm analysis 

Parameter validation. We validate the parameter λ of APR on

the validation set of Market-1501. λ is a key parameter balancing

the contribution of the identification loss and attribute recognition

loss ( Eq. (6) ). When λ becomes larger, person identity classification

will play a more important role. Re-ID accuracy on the validation

set of Market-1501 with different values of the parameter λ is

presented in Fig. 7 . We observe that when λ changes from 0 to

0.9, the rank-1 accuracy and mAP gradually increase from 67.33%

and 60.32% to 94.52% and 88.03%, respectively. It indicates the im-

portance of identity label in the re-ID task. When λ increases to 1,

the rank-1 accuracy and mAP of the model decrease to 90.25% and

85.44% respectively, which indicates the effectiveness of attributes.

The best re-ID performance is obtained when λ = 0 . 9 . Therefore,

we use λ = 0 . 9 for APR in all the following experiments. 

Robustness of the learned representation in the Wild. To

validate whether the proposed method still works under practical

conditions, we report results on the Market-1501+500k dataset.

The 500k distractor dataset is composed of background images and

a large number of irrelevant pedestrians. The re-ID accuracy of our

APR model with ResNet-50 on this dataset is presented in Fig. 8 .

It can be expected that the re-ID accuracy drops as the gallery

gets larger due to more distractors. The results further show that
ur method outperforms both [20] and Baseline 1. However, the

ank-1 accuracy of the proposed method drops faster than that of

aseline1. We think that the Baseline 1 may be able to retrieve the

round truths of easy queries, but APR could retrieve the ground

ruths of both the easy and hard queries. When increasing the

umber of images in the gallery, the easy query images can still

e handled by both of the baseline and APR. However, the hard

uery sample can be harder to retrieve. Thus, the performance of

PR drops faster. 

.3.5. Accelerating the retrieval process. 

Fig. 9 illustrates the re-ID performance under different per-

entages of remaining gallery data. The number of remaining

allery images is controlled by the threshold τ . It helps indicate

f an attribute is reliable. As τ increases, attributes with higher

onfidence score are taken as reliable ones to wipe out gallery

mages, and the number of remaining gallery images increases.

s the percentage of remaining gallery data decreases from 78%

o 8.7%, the rank-1 accuracy for re-ID decrease very slowly. When

e try a more aggressive speedup, the performance drops quickly.

or example, we observe an accuracy drop of 21.79% when we

se only 0.5% gallery images. Note that with the remaining 8.68%

allery data, we still achieve 84.12% on rank-1 accuracy, which is

lose to the original result 87.04%. 

In practice, most of the time is spent on calculating the dis-

ances between the query feature and the features of remained

allery images. In Market-1501, for instance, there are 3368 queries

nd 19,732 gallery images. Without the acceleration, the testing

rocess takes 919.86 s (0.273 s per query), using an Intel i7-6850K

PU. With acceleration, there are only about 20 0 0 images re-

aining in the gallery for each query, and it costs only 90.26 s

0.026 s per query) for testing. Although the saved time may be

light in the academic dataset, in real-world applications which

nvolves a large amount of data, efficiency could be an important

dvantage. 

.4. Evaluation of attribute recognition 

We test attribute recognition on the galleries of the Market-

501, DukeMTMC-reID, PETA in Tables 4 –6 , respectively. We also

valuate our method on the CUB_200_2011 dataset, which contains

1,788 images of 200 bird classes. Each category is annotated with

12 attributes, which are divided into 28 groups and are used as

8 multi-class attributes in our experiments. The result is shown

n Table 7 . By comparing the results of APR and Baseline 2 (ARN),

wo conclusions can be drawn: 
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Fig. 8. Re-ID accuracy on the Market-1501+500k dataset. (Left:) rank-1 accuracy. (Right:) mean average precision. We compare our method with 2stream [20] and Baseline 1. 

As the number of images in the database increases, the accuracy of the three methods declines. However, APR remains the best performance. 

Table 4 

Attribute recognition accuracy on Market-1501. In “APR”, parameter λ is optimized in Fig. 7 . “L.slv”, “L.low”, “S.clth”, 

“B.pack”, “H.bag”, “C.up”, “C.low” denote length of sleeve, length of lower-body clothing, style of clothing, backpack, handbag, 

color of upper-body clothing and color of lower-body clothing, resp . “B2” denotes Baseline 2 (ARN). 

gender age hair L.slv L.low S.clth B.pack H.bag bag hat C.up C.low Avg 

B2 87.5 85.8 84.2 93.5 93.6 93.6 86.6 88.1 78.6 97.0 72.4 71.7 86.0 

APR 88.9 88.6 84.4 93.6 93.7 92.8 84.9 90.4 76.4 97.1 74.0 73.8 86.6 

Table 5 

Attribute recognition accuracy on DukeMTMC-reID. “L.up”, “B.pack”, “H.bag”, “C.shoes”, “C.up”, “C.low” denote 

length of sleeve, backpack, handbag, color of shoes, color of upper-body clothing and color of lower-body clothing, 

resp . “B2” denotes Baseline 2 (ARN). 

Gender Hat Boots L.up B.pack H.bag Bag C.shoes C.up C.low Avg 

B2 82.0 85.5 88.3 86.2 77.5 92.3 82.2 87.6 73.4 68.3 82.3 

APR 84.2 87.6 87.5 88.4 75.8 93.4 82.9 89.7 74.2 69.9 83.4 
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Table 6 

Attribute recognition accuracy on PETA. 

Attribute Mean accuracy 

MRFr2 [6] 71.1 

ACN [56] 81.15 

MVA [15] 84.61 

Baseline 2 84.45 

APR 84.94 
First, on all datasets, the overall attribute recognition accuracy

s improved by the proposed APR network to some extent. The

mprovements are 0.26%, 0.08%, 0.2% and 1.58% on Market-1501,

ukeMTMC-reID, PETA and CUB_200_2011, respectively. So overall

peaking, the integration of identity classification introduces some

egree of complementary information and helps in learning a more

iscriminative attribute model. Also, note that we achieve the best

ttribute recognition result on PETA among the state-of-the-art. 
ig. 9. Re-ID rank-1 accuracy curve on Market-1501 when using attributes to accel- 

rate the retrieval process. For a query, we only take the gallery data with the same 

eliable attributes into consideration. The X-axis stands for different percentages of 

he remaining gallery data when using different filtering threshold values. Note that 

PR could speed up the retrieval process by nearly ten times (only 8.68% gallery 

ata remains) with only a slight accuracy drop of 2.92%. 

Table 7 

Attribute recognition accuracy on CUB_200_2011. 

Methods mean accuracy 

Baseline 2 87.31 

APR 89.12 
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Second, we observe that the recognition rate of some attributes

ecreases for APR, such as hair and B.pack in Market-1501. How-

ver, Fig. 6 demonstrates that these attributes are necessary for

mproving re-ID performance. The reason probably lies in the

ulti-task nature of APR. Since the model is optimized for re-ID

 Fig. 7 ), ambiguous images of certain attributes may be incorrectly

redicted. Nevertheless, the improvement on the two datasets is

till encouraging and further investigations should be critical. 

. Conclusions and future work 

In this paper, we mainly discuss how re-ID is improved by

he integration of attribute learning. Based on the complementary

f attribute labels and ID labels, we propose an attribute-person

ecognition (APR) network, which learns a re-ID embedding and
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predicts the pedestrian attributes under the same framework.

We systematically investigate how the person re-ID and attribute

recognition benefit each other. In addition, we re-weight the at-

tribute predictions considering the dependencies and correlations

among attributes of a person. To show the effectiveness of our

method, we have annotated attribute labels on two large-scale

re-ID datasets. The experimental results on two large-scale re-ID

benchmarks demonstrate that by learning a more discriminative

representation, APR achieves competitive re-ID performance com-

pared with the state-of-the-art methods. We additionally use APR

to accelerate the retrieval process of re-ID more than three times

with a minor accuracy drop of 1.26% on Market-1501. For attribute

recognition, we also observe an overall precision improvement

using APR. 

Pedestrian attributes provide a different view of the person

re-identification problem. As a mid-level feature, attributes are

more robust to environment changes, such as the background

and illumination. In the future, we will first investigate the trans-

ferability and scalability of pedestrian attributes. For instance,

we could adapt the attribute model learned on Market-1501 to

other pedestrian datasets. Second, attributes provide a bridge to

the image-text understanding. We will investigate a system using

attributes to retrieve the relevant pedestrian images. It is useful

in solving specific re-ID problems, in which the query image is

missing and can be described by attributes. 
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